
This is how we love God
Bible interprets itself. The stories there help us understand other parts of the bible. Love God with heart soul mind and 
strength is all there in the stories it tells. Let us tell you these stories that speak into this passage.

A:
This is how we love God
With all your mind

B:
There was an apostle called Paul
at first a persecutor
then a follower
whose mind was alive to the love of God
writing 
that of all things
love was the greatest
who explained 
that all things work for good to those who love God
who expounded
that there was nothing in life or death, 
angel or demon 
that can separate us from the love of God

These are the things of Love

A:
This is how we love God
With all your heart

C: 
There was a woman called Mary
a foot-washer
who knew in her heart
what Jesus was about
and who could respond to this truth
only with what her heart told her:
to love this man
through death,
to anoint him for burial,
prepare him for what lay ahead,
and hardly did she dare
believe in her heart
the power of that love
to conquer death

These are the things of Love

A:
This is how we love God
With all your soul

B:
There was a disciple called Peter
always speaking before thinking
and so usually spoke 
from the soul,
deep within,
where the truth bubbled away,
escaping well thought-out doctrines and religious diplomacy
in a burst of intuition:
‘You are the Messiah’
‘Lord, if it is really you, order me to walk out on the water to you.’
‘Lord, do not wash only my feet! Wash my hands and head, too!’
Such words



come from deep within the soul
when the soul recognises
the Lord of Life,
and cannot keep silent.

These are the things of Love

A:
This is how we love God
With all your strength

C:
There was a woman called Esther,
a pageant queen,
chosen in a beauty contest,
secretly a Jew,
now married to a Gentile King,
yet had the strength of love
to risk everything
to save her people
from genocide.
Her strength to face the king,
and the pleading of her Uncle Mordecai,
to speak out for her people
in the name of God
and turned a day that was to be a massacre,
into a celebration of faith.

These are the things of Love

A:
Love God
with heart
with soul
with mind
with strength
these are the things of God
Amen
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Can you hear it…
Can you hear it…

...it is the silence
that holds all our stories
the hurt for which there are no words
the pain that cannot be expressed
from war

...it is the silence
that shares the ache of the past
and knows the deep cost of conflict
that always costs too much
yet there always seems more to give

...it is the silence of a God
who has no words left
for a love that has nothing left to give
yet will give even that

may we gather 
in the clutch 
of such a silence

for it is in this silence
and no other
we hold together
the perplexing truth of poppy fields
and our honest turmoil of emotion

Here we gather in remembrance
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In giving
A: It is in giving we find ourselves
B: for our giving defines who we are
A: the widow and her mite
B: soldiers and their lives
A: giving all
B: for the sake of all

A: It is in giving we find ourselves
B: for in giving we show the world what is important to us
A: what has worth and value to us
B: A mite or a poppy
A: it is a choice to give beyond what we can afford

B: It is in giving we find ourselves
A: we find ourselves beside those who have given everything
B: the soldier in the field
A: the mother by a photograph
B: the child with only memories

A: It is in giving we find ourselves
B: we find who we truly are
A: what we are prepared to give
B: what defines our values
A: we discover what we believe has worth
B: beyond just ourselves
A: but for others
B: This is who we are
A: not an individual seeking their own gain
B: but a community in remembrance
A: who has chosen a way of life
B: that says I give for other’s gain

A: And this is the truth
B: and this is love
A: and this is the cross
B: This is our remembrance

A: It is in giving we find ourselves
B: and may we find ourselves
A: here
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A time for remembrance
There are times for silence
and there are times for words

times for standing together
and times for being apart

There are times for memory
and times for remembrance

times for laying down
and times for picking up

There are times for stopping everything
and times for moving on

times for song
and times for requiem

There are times for listening to silence
and times for waiting in silence

times to reflect
and times to learn

There are times to count the cost
and times to bear it

times when we make time
and times when we don’t

We have been given silence
that we may know
whatever conflict we create
it will not last for ever

May we dare fill the silence of today
with songs of faith
and words of hope
for all silence will eventually give way
to God 
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The Field
Provide a banner or hanging in a central place painted like a field and hang poppies on it. People are invited to come forward 
to remove them after these words.

Jesus noticing the widow and her mite… is a symbol for us… this remembrance day… which is always filled 
with a plethora of different… and often confusing emotions… for we come as humans… and in our 
humanity… we cannot but feel pain this day for the loss that conflict always brings… and that widow… giving 
all...

Jesus noticing the widow and her mite… speaks of what is ultimate… of what the very best of humanity… 
does… in the face of the very worst of humanity… and remembrance finds us right at the heart of that… 
looking both ways… regretting the need for the sacrifice… and giving thanks for those prepared to make it… 
like that widow… giving all… 

Jesus noticing the widow and her mite… tells us less is more… and that is true of the poppy… for the poppy 
is a flower that grows in only disturbed soil… A writer first made the connection between the poppy and 
battlefield deaths… 100 years before the First World War… during the Napoleonic wars of the early 19th 
century… remarking that fields that were barren before battle… exploded with the blood-red flowers after the 
fighting ended…

Prior to the First World War… few poppies grew in Flanders… During the tremendous bombardments of that 
war the chalk soils became rich in lime from rubble… allowing the poppy to thrive… When the war ended… 
the lime was quickly absorbed… and the poppy began to disappear again… In peace… the poppy lessens… 
the greater the peace… the fewer the flower… Perhaps the vision for remembrance is for the poppy to 
disappear from the fields altogether… for the ground to be no longer disturbed… no body to agitate the 
soil… no battle to rip up the earth… 

With this vision in mind… you are invited… only if you feel comfortable doing this… to remove a poppy from 
the field here…not because we want to forget the sacrifice others have made… but because we want to 
remember… If you prefer to do so… simply remove your poppy from your lapel for a moment or two… 
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All things
Last week’s silence of the poppy
has this week been filled

we are back in a world 
at once too noisy

with wars 
and rumours of wars

but in these cold November days
we do more than remember

amid the changing of the season
and the dying of the silence

we speak with an audacious spirit
and daring faith

that holds us through 
all things
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Mark 13 Benediction
Let there be love and rumours of love
let follower rise up with follower
there be earthquakes of justice and grace
and famines of conflict

that this rumour
through us
might be the beginning
of the birthpangs
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King
Place the appropriate image on a central table

thorns
Christ the King
whose crown is a circle of thorns
worn at a broken coronation
Here is our King

cloth
Christ the King
whose robe is a borrowed cloth
torn and bloodied by mocking soldiers
Here is our king

cross
Christ the King
whose throne in a Roman cross
ready for thieves and conspirers and godly pretenders
Here is our King

bread and wine
Christ the King
whose banqueting table
is spread with bread, broken and wine, spilled
Here is our King

stone
Christ the King
whose palace is a tomb with a stone
and even that is borrowed
Here is our King

Candle - blown out
Christ the King
whose subjects are the lost
the unloved and the forgotten
Here is our King

Here are the symbols of state
for the king of love.
This is our God.
Here is our king.
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